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In the 10 road victories in which the
traveling team trailed after one quarter
– only once did that lead reach eight
points (Portland’s Game 2 victory in
Houston). Twice it reached five points
The first round of the 2014 NBA Playoffs
but in the other seven wins the road
has been dubbed by many (this writer
team only trailed by one to four points.
included), “the greatest first round ever.”
So, the goal is to keep road games
Every night games were coming down
close early to give yourself a chance to
to the wire, going to overtime and even
win late. I don’t see that as playing it
a series (Portland over Houston) came
conservatively, however. Yes, you have
down to a game-winning shot (see page
designed a game plan and need to stick
6 for the complete Xs and Os breakdown
to it, but if you notice your offense is
of how it happened).
struggling a few consecutive times down
The number of road teams winning
the floor or your defense can’t seem to
games was startling to me. According
get a stop, take a few chances earlier
to NBA Stats, the all-time winning
in the game. Do all you can to stem the
percentage for road teams prior to this
home team’s
year was .338.
This year road
“Don’t save all your never-before- momentum
before you lose
teams won 24 of
seen sets for late in the game.
50 games played
Don’t wait until you are trailing control.
Don’t save all
and actually
by double-digits to unleash
your neverhad a winning
your new zone press.”
before-seen
percentage over
sets for late in the game. Don’t wait
.500 (23-22) heading into the firstuntil you are trailing by double-digits to
round’s Game 7 weekend.
unleash your new zone press. Consider
One factor coming into play for the
running some of these things early, gain
road teams this year was how they fared
an advantage, take the crowd out of it
in the first quarter. Road teams jumped
and lay the groundwork for a strong road
on the home squad and took a firstvictory.
quarter lead in 14 of those 24 victories.
The road is a difficult place to play but
For road teams, this is critical. You enter
don’t let the home team dictate what
a hostile gym. You are playing in a much
you do. Take some chances and keep
more intense atmosphere. The home
control.
team usually comes out pumped with
the crowd and the energy.
But, as the road team, knock down
some jumpers and get a few highpercentage shots to go through the
hoop, and you deflate the home team’s
Michael Austin
Editor-in-chief
advantage.

Paul Pierce ignited the Nets to two
first-round road playoff victories
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Never Stop Learning
Kevin Durant’s MVP acceptance speech
already is a classic. His humble words
about our game and, in particular,
about the importance of his mother
in his life won’t soon be forgotten.
Another small tidbit from his speech
caught my attention. In talking about
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38-year-old veteran guard Derek
Fisher, Durant said, “He always wants
to learn. Even though he’s done so
much in this league and played with
so many great players, he always
wants to learn. That motivated
me to know that there never is a
point to stop getting better.”
This is a phenomenal lesson for
coaches. It’s easy to get a bit set in our
ways, especially when you have a lot of

experience. You have your established
offense and your defense – and it’s
tough to change that mentality.
But set aside time every day to
learn. Watch some film. Talk to a
colleague in a different sport. Attend
a clinic. Read a coaching publication.
Even if you never use the information
you consume that day, it’s all part of
the process of being a better coach,
teacher and educator. - Michael Austin
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FULL-COURT DEFENSIVE DRILLS
Tony Allen
keeps offensive
players off their
rhythm

Disrupt The
Opposition’s Timing
Transition offense is all about timing and spacing, teach your defenders to disrupt both by
picking up the ball early and hustling to retreat

T

ony Allen stands just 6-foot-4. Yet’s
he’s regarded as one of the premiere
defenders in the league with the
ability to slow down point guards to power
forwards. While no one can stop Kevin
Durant, the league’s MVP was quoted
during Oklahoma City’s first-round series
against Memphis that Allen’s defense had
disrupted his concentration slightly.
If a tenacious, lock-down defender
can slow down a superstar (again, this is
relative as Durant scored 30+ points in
five of the series’ seven games), then think
about what that type of defender can do
at your level.
Successful defenders possess heart,
desire, determination and hustle. You need

www.basketballcoachweekly.com

to find ways to get those traits out of
your players. Then, work on footwork and
positioning.
Watch Allen on defense. His hands and
feet always are in the proper position, but
watch his energy. Show your players clips
of how he never stops moving his feet.
Point out how he harasses his defensive
responsibility the moment possession
changes hands. This keeps the offense
from getting into a rhythm, especially if it’s
looking to score in transition.
“He reminds me of a free safety
in football with his ability to zero in
and focus on the ball,” said Grizzlies’
general manager Chris Wallace to Justin
Becker of the Memphis basketball blog

GrizzlyBearBlues.com last year. “He’s all
about getting the ball back.”
The following two pages contain a
pair of full-court defensive drills. While
they work on skill, they also provide
a barometer to test the heart of your
defenders. Both drills place the offense in
a numbers advantage and it’s up to the
defenders to hustle onto the court, slow
down the ball and disrupt the transition...
The drills also aren’t for the faint of
heart as they are continuous and moving
94 feet at a time for anywhere from four
to eight minutes. If players give their all,
expect to see a lot of people with their
hands on their knees with the final whistle
blows.
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FULL-COURT DEFENSIVE DRILLS

‘Thirty-Three’ Pushes 3-On-3 Action
This 3-on-3 drill utilizes your entire team and forces players to work hard over the entire
floor length

WHY USE IT

The best time to score an
easy bucket is catching
the defense off-guard in a
transition situation. This drill
gets your offensive players
moving fast trying to score
while defenders retreat and
try to slow the transition.

1

SET UP

Start in a 3-on-3 half-court
situation. The team with the
ball has two players each
stationed on opposite sides
of the court’s far end. The
initial defensive team has two
players each stationed on the
initial ball-side of the floor.

HOW TO PLAY

Play a 3-on-3 possession to
start [1]. On a make or miss,
the defender who rebounds
the ball (or the person who
steals it) remains in the drill
and converts to offense
with two teammates (one
from each side) coming into
play. The offense converts
to defense, moves up and
extends the defensive
pressure [2]. The drill
continues at the other end
with the same movements
after the possession ends [3].

TECHNIQUE

Limit a ball handler to two
dribbles – it encourages
defensive players to extend
the pressure. Keep score
for gaining a defensive stop
and deduct a point for a foul
(coach’s discretion). Play for
four to eight minutes.

Play a 3-on-3 possession in the
half-court to start the action

The defender who gains control of the
ball stays in the drill and looks to push
the ball up the floor (limit this player
to only two dribbles)

2
The offensive players enter
the floor quickly in an attempt
to gain an advantage on the
converting defenders

The on-ball defender’s main goal is to slow the
transition by applying pressure immediately

3
The drill continues as the
defender at this end grabs the
ball and looks down the floor
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Once again, the offense tries to gain an advantage
and it’s the defense’s job to slow all three offensive
players by cutting off their open paths
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FULL-COURT DEFENSIVE DRILLS

‘Forty-Four’ Extends The Defense
The offense has an initial, marked advantage and it’s up to the defenders to slow the
attack and even the odds

WHY USE IT

Offenses are taught to attack
in transition when having
the numbers. Teach your
defenders never to give up
on a play and if they hustle,
there is a chance to stop an
offense’s momentum and
limit scoring.

1

SET UP

Four offensive players attack
two defenders. The remaining
team members of the initial
offense are located on
one sideline with the extra
other team members on the
opposite sideline.

The two sideline defenders cannot enter
play until the ball crosses mid-court
– and these defenders must touch the
center circle first

Have one defender as the communicator
about the responsibilities needed to
guard all four offensive players

HOW TO PLAY

Once the offense gets the ball
across mid-court (via pass or
dribble), two more defenders
come into play. They must
first touch the center circle
then help their teammates.
Be sure an initial defender
communicates to the
oncoming teammates how to
get the four players guarded.
Play until a basket, turnover
or defensive rebound [1]. The
four defenders now become
the offense and attack 4-on-2
in the opposite direction. Two
new defenders enter once
the call crosses mid-court [2].
Continue the drill playing out
a 4-on-4 possession [3].

2
The new offense pushes the ball and
tries to score with the advantage

The initial offensive players leave the
court after the possession as two of
their teammates already are positioned
at the opposite end for defense

3

TECHNIQUE

The drill is continuous and run
it for four to eight minutes.
Keep score based on your
day’s emphasis (scores, stops,
turnovers forced, etc.).

Play out the 4-on-4 possession if the two new
defenders get into the action quickly enough
– the drill is continuous after each possesion
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SIDELINE OUT-OF-BOUNDS PLAY

Damian Lillard’s Series-Clinching Shot

GameWinne
r!

With just 0.9 seconds remaining and inbounding from the sideline, the Portland Trail
Blazers went with its ‘second option’ for the game-winner

WHY USE IT

This set sideline play provides
a low-post and 3-point option
for whatever your team
needs with less than a second
remaining on the clock.

SET UP

Isolate your best post-up
player on the ball-side block.
Your best shooter is farthest
from the ball. For Portland in
Game 6 against Houston, this
was LaMarcus Aldridge and
Damian Lillard, respectively.

The first option is to throw the ball
to the post if open – the Blazers
did not have this option as Dwight
Howard fronted LaMarcus Aldridge

Your best shooter is farthest from
the ball and positions himself to
run hard off the shoulders of the
upcoming double screen

1

HOW TO PLAY

The inbounder first looks to
the post. If open, the ball is
thrown to the post who uses
a quick move to score. This
option was not available to
Portland as Houston’s Dwight
Howard fronted Aldridge [1].
The next option is occurring
simultaneously as the shooter
runs off two screens and
comes toward the ball. In this
case, Lillard gained a step on
Chandler Parsons, who was
defending, and appears to be
thinking the Rockets planned
to switch on all screens, which
they weren’t [2]. The shooter
comes from the far side, uses
both screens, catches the pass
and shoots in rhythm as time
expires [3].

TECHNIQUE

If all else fails, the third
option is to throw high to the
screener rolling to the set’s
top. That shot, however, is not
a high-percentage one.

2
A sharp pass is made so the shooter
can catch, rise up and shoot in rhythm
over the close-out defender

The last option is to look for
the first screener rolling to
the top of the set

3
Get this shot off before the
defense recovers and before
the clock expires
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